the best resilient floor

best raw materials

The path to real carbon neutral building is made from natural raw materials,
not plastic. Our linoleum brand, Marmoleum, contributes to a healthy and
sustainable indoor environment and is CO2 neutral from Cradle to gate
without buying Carbon Credits.

best performance

Marmoleum’s Legendary Performance starts with an industry proven 30-year
System Service Life. Marmoleum becomes more resilient as time goes on and is
repairable due to its 80mil (60mil MCT/MCS) homogeneous wear layer.
All Marmoleum floors now include Topshield2, a double UV cured finish that
takes care of beautiful floors with lasting appearance retention, that results in
the flooring solution with the lowest costs of ownership over its lifetime.

best design flexibility

Marmoleum allows you to bring the beauty of nature into your interior
environment with warm, tactile surfaces, rich color palettes and natural light
reflection properties. Available in a broad palette of colors and structures,
ranging from soft and subtle to vibrant and bold, Marmoleum helps set the
mood and define spaces intended for work, play, rest and healing environments.

best in innovation

Hygienic and Watertight installations without heat welding.
Marmoleum provides significant initial savings versus PVC floors that
require heat welding for all applications. For monolithic or seamless
installations such as surgical/procedure areas or those areas required
by code, Forbo Marmoweld ETU color-matched paste weld is the
preferred seaming method.
Forbo EZvations include our Forbo 100 adhesive system, ArmorCove
and Marmoweld… ETU paste weld products which focus on
reducing costs through eﬃcient use of materials, improved labor
eﬃciency, and providing immediate-on occupancy.
Forbo EZvations help eliminate costly moisture mitigation costs,
reduce downtime, providing hygienic watertight floors helping to
prevent infection control issues from water intrusion when installing
Forbo Marmoleum.

best for our health

Marmoleum prevents* micro-organisms from multiplying themselves
naturally without added antimicrobials. *Based on Independent
Laboratory Testing
Marmoleum can help to improve communication, block unwanted
sounds, and lower overhead noise
Marmoleum is anti-static, which means it won’t attract dust on the
surface and is ideal for people suﬀering from asthma and helps
improve cleaning.

best for a sustainable society

Through the use of rapidly growing natural raw materials and
renewable electricity, the weighted average of the Marmoleum
portfolio is carbon neutral (cradle to gate) without the need to oﬀset.
It combines ecological values with contemporary design and oﬀers
an important contribution to a sustainable world.
social accountability
The SA8000 standard is our commitment to realizing a guaranteed
fair treatment of our workers and ensure that our suppliers properly
observe human and labor rights, occupational health and safety
requirements and responsible business practices.
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